
  

Am I Incognito?

Twitter: @TanoyBose
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Quick Shout Out
● Lightning talk by Brian C at BalCCon2019
● Smith Gonsalves who basically spoon fed me 

the idea
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Lightning Talk – BalCCon 2019 by 
Brian C.
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Tri(Poly)lateration  using Tinder
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Opening Google Maps
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Notice something?
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What is an IP Address?
“ An IP address (short for Internet Protocol address) is used to identify 
computers on the Internet. It works like a return address would on a 
piece of mail. When your computer or device sends a request, like a 
search on Google, it tags the request with your IP address. You can 
find an approximate location of the device through its IP address.”
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What is an IP Address?
“ An IP address (short for Internet Protocol address) is used to identify 
computers on the Internet. It works like a return address would on a 
piece of mail. When your computer or device sends a request, like a 
search on Google, it tags the request with your IP address. You can 
find an approximate location of the device through its IP address.”

This is what google replied to me when I asked them to stop sharing 
my approximate location with the world.
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Location via IP address
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Site Settings
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Location with Chrome Geolocation
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The interesting Google geolocate API
● https://developers.google.com/maps/documenta

tion/geolocation/intro
● Quick Notes from Docs:

a. Either give it Wi-Fi or Cell Tower data or the API returns 
it’s response based on your IP Address

b. API responds with location and accuracy that mobile 
client can detect

c. Response: {“latitude”:””, “longitude”:””, “accuracy”:””}

https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geolocation/intro
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geolocation/intro
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Location after blocking location
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Location Services with Disable GPS 
Spoofer
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Accessing location without location 
services
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Google’s Resolution (Feature not a bug?)
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And then I tweeted
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Bonus Hack: JS Embedding in files

● Most users only use browser proxy
● Leak data when they open it without proxies
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Bonus Hack: Locate HTML2PDF.com 

● JavaScript is parsed and executed by HTML to 
PDF generators
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How do I browse?
● Modern tin-foil hat guy
● Bought a ~3000$ machine, run several virtual machines
● 1st  VM only to browse internet without any kind of protection
● 2nd VM only for shopping online
● 3rd VM only for social media and networking
● 4th VM only for testing various downloaded software
● Oh yeah! VPN + No JavaScript



  

“Do not believe you have privacy.”

Twitter: @TanoyBose
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